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Abstract 

  We consider the spectra of three self-adjoint matrices 
associated with a combinatorial graph, viz., the adjacency 
matrix A, the graph Laplacian H=-∆, and the normalized graph 
Laplacian L.  Using a) variational techniques, and b) identities 
for traces of operators and a version of Chebyshev's inequality, 
we relate the structure of the graph to sums of eigenvalues and, 
more generally, the statistical distribution of eigenvalues.  This is 
joint work with J. Stubbe of EPFL.  Recently similar results have 
been obtained for operators on manifolds with El Soufi and Ilias, 
Univ. de Tours. 

  arXiv:1308.5340  



The kind of graph I am talking 
about is: 



this kind of graph: 



The essential message of this seminar 

•  It is known that the largest and smallest 
eigenvalues, and some other spectral 
properties, such as determinants, satisfy 
simple inequalities and provide information 
about the structure of a graph. 

•  Our project is to see what information 
about a graph or a manifold can be 
recognized in the statistical properties of 
spectra, especially means of eigenvalues. 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  A graph on n vertices is in 1-1 
correspondence with an an n by n 
adjacency matrix A, with aij = 1 when i 
and j are connected, otherwise 0. 

      Generic assumptions:  connected, not directed, finite, at most 
one edge between vertices, no self-connection... 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  A graph on n vertices is in 1-1 
correspondence with an an n by n 
adjacency matrix A, with aij = 1 when i 
and j are connected, otherwise 0. 

•  How is the structure of the graph 
reflected in the spectrum of A? 

•  What sequences of numbers might be 
spectra of A? 



Some generic graph 



(The usual suspects) 

    “star”                    “complete”              “cycle” 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 



What are the quantitative ways to 
describe the structure of graphs?  

•  Disconnectability (how many edges or 
vertices must be removed) 

•  Colorability 
•  Numbers of triangles, spanning trees, 

and other simple subgraphs.(n-cycles, 
cliques, matchings, ....) 

•  Moments of degrees (or lp-means of 
the number of neighbors) 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  The graph Laplacian is a matrix that 
compares values of a function at a 
vertex with the average of its values 
at the neighbors.  

                H := -Δ := Deg – A, where       
Deg := diag(dv), dv := # neighbors of v. 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  The graph Laplacian is a matrix that 
compares values of a function at a 
vertex with the average of its values 
at the neighbors.  

                H := -Δ := Deg – A, where       
Deg := diag(dv), dv := # neighbors of v. 

•       The quadratic form is  



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  The graph Laplacian is a matrix that 
compares values of a function at a 
vertex with the average of its values 
at the neighbors.  

                H := -Δ := Deg – A, where       
Deg := diag(dv), dv := # neighbors of v. 

•  How is the structure of the graph 
reflected in the spectrum of -Δ? 

•  What sequences of numbers might 
be spectra of -Δ? 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  There is also a normalized graph 
Laplacian, favored by Fan Chung 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  There is also a normalized graph 
Laplacian, favored by Fan Chung. 

•  The spectra of the three operators are trivially 
related if the graph is regular (all degrees equal), 
but otherwise not. 



The most basic spectral facts 

•  Adding edges is equivalent to A → A+AE. 
•  The spectrum of A allows one to count 

“spanning subgraphs.” 
•  It easily determines whether the graph has 

2 colors. “bipartite” 
•  The max eigenvalue is ≤ the max degree. 
•  There is an interlacing theorem when an 

edge is added. 



The most basic spectral facts 

•  H ≥ 0 and  H 1 = 0 1.  (Like Neumann) 
•  Taking unions of disjoint edge sets, 

•  This implies a relation between the spectra 
of a graph and of its edge complement, 
and various useful simple inequalities. 

•  The spectrum determines the number of 
spanning trees (classic thm of Kirchhoff) 

•  There is an interlacing theorem when an 
edge is added 



The most basic spectral facts 

•  For none of the operators on graphs is it 
known which precise sets of eigenvalues 
are feasible spectra. 
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The most basic spectral facts 

•  For none of the operators on graphs is it 
known which precise sets of eigenvalues 
are feasible spectra. 

•  Examples of nonequivalent isospectral 
graphs are known (and not too tricky) 

•  But isospectral with respect to two of the 
operators? 

•  Eigenfunctions can sometimes be 
supported on small subsets. 



A nanotutorial on graph spectra 

•  There are books on graph spectra by 

•    

•    

•    

金芳蓉 



Spectra, geometry, and 
dimensionality 

 Two of the things the spectrum of a 
Laplacian reveals about a domain or 
manifold are its dimension and size.  Is 
the same true of a graph? 



Spectra, geometry, and 
dimensionality 

 Weyl law:  λk ~  4π2(k/Cd|Ω|)2/d. 



Spectra, geometry, and 
dimensionality 

 Weyl law:  λk ~  4π2(k/Cd|Ω|)2/d. 
 Berezin-Li-Yau 



Three good philosophies for 
understanding spectra  

 Make variational estimates. 
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Three good philosophies for 
understanding spectra  

 Make variational estimates. 

 Exploit algebraic identities for traces 
and determinants. 

 Use statistical identities, the 
coefficients of which connect to the 
structure of a graph or manifold. 



Variational bounds on spectra 



Variational bounds on spectra 

•  Inequalities that arise from min-max 
and good choices of trial functions. 



Variational bounds on spectra 

•  There are some good choices of trial 
functions that appear not to have 
been exploited before for graphs, 
which appear in our recent preprint, 
but I shall leave those for another 
occasion. 



Variational bounds on spectra 

•  In 1992 Pawel Kröger found a variational 
argument for the Neumann counterpart to 
Berezin-Li-Yau, i.e. a Weyl-sharp upper 
bounds on sums of the eigenvalues of the 
Neumann Laplacian 

≤	




Variational bounds on spectra 

•  The graph Laplacian should be thought of 
as Neumann, rather than Dirichlet.  
Inspired by Kröger’s result we can derive 
interesting upper bounds on sums of 
eigenvalues of H, A, and C, and some 
other inequalities relating eigenvalues to 
graph structures. 



A new tool: an averaged variational principle 
for sums 



A new tool: an averaged variational principle 
for sums 



A new tool: an averaged variational principle 
for sums 

E. Harrell, J. Stubbe, preprint 2013 



Proof  



Proof  



Proof  



How to use the averaged variational principle to get sharp results  
for graphs? 



How to use the averaged variational principle to get sharp results  
for graphs?  



How to use the averaged variational principle to get sharp results  
for graphs?   





M =  











Meanwhile, on the left, 

Giving 



Other embeddings 

A similar result (in prep) applies to subgraphs of 
the complete lattice, tori, and some more exotic 
regular structures.  The essential message is the 
same:  The spectral dimension as defined by a 
Weyl law correlates with the optimal embedding 
dimension. 



Variational bounds on graph spectra 

Another way to apply the averaged variational 
principle is to let M be the set of pairs of 
vertices.  The reason is that the complete graph 
has a superbasis of nontrivial eigenfunctions 
consisting of functions equal to 1 on one vertex, 
-1 on a second, and 0 everywhere else.  Let 
these functions be hz, where z is a vertex pair.   



Variational bounds on graph spectra 

Two facts are easily seen: 

1.   

2. 



Variational bounds on graph spectra 

From the averaged variational principle, 



Variational bounds on graph spectra 

•  Extensions to other functions of eigenvalues 



Averaged variational principle for H2 or 
other f(H)? 



again,                  , but this is not obviously Weyl-
correct!             

Averaged variational principle for H2 or 
other f(H)? 



Extensions to traces of concave functions 
of λj and to partition functions 



Variational bounds on graph spectra 

Another way to apply the averaged variational 
principle to graphs is to let M be the set of pairs 
of vertices.  The reason is that the complete 
graph has a superbasis of nontrivial 
eigenfunctions consisting of functions equal to 1 
on one vertex, -1 on a second, and 0 
everywhere else.  Let these functions be hz, 
where z is a vertex pair.   



Variational bounds on graph spectra 



News flash for geometric analysts! 

Recently, with El Soufi and Ilias we derived 
some sharp inequalities for Neumann Laplacian 
eigenvalues on subdomains of homogeneous 
spaces, including extensions of Kröger for 
domains conformal to Rn, and analogues on 
compact such as 

with implications for Z(t).  Cf. Strichartz, 1996.   



News flash for geometric analysts! 

In fact, we get similar results for conformal 
transformations of such domains, with the 
possible inclusion of weights and potentials.  
(E.g., Witten Laplacians.)  



We can find sharp upper bounds for sums of 
eigenvalues of expressions defined in a 
variational quadratic form as follows: 

Where Ω is a domain in a homogeneous 
space, which has been conformally 
transformed in an arbitrary way, and where the 
test functions are smooth but have no 
assumption of vanishing at a boundary. 



For the simplest case, assume that the 
homogeneous space is compact and ignore 
the conformal transform: 



Proof 



By the theorem, 



For a better result with a 
potential, 

Use coherent states (like wavelets): 

resp. 



Phase space estimates with V(x) 

 The intuition in physics is that each 
eigenfunction fills a certain volume in 
phase space,  

   Thus the number of energy levels 
(eigenvalues) ≤ Λ is proportional to the 
volume of the region in phase space for 
which  



For domains conformal to Euclidean  
sets,we take  

and calculate as follows 



The necessary condition for an estimate of the 
sum of the first k eigenvalues becomes 
precisely 



The ultimate bound is of the form 



A deeper look at the 
statistics of spectra 





Фамилия - Чебышев или Чебышёв? 



    Inequalities involving means and 
standard deviations of ordered 
sequences.  References: Hardy-
Littlewood-Pólya, Mitrinovic. 

Among Chebyshev’s many 
contributions I am referring to: 



 The counting function,  
      N(z) := #(λk ≤ z) 
 Integrals of the counting function, 

known as Riesz means 

  Chandrasekharan and Minakshisundaram, 1952; 
Safarov, Laptev, Weidl, ... 

Riesz means 



Another new tool: a Chebyshev type identity 





If the sequence happens to be 
the spectrum of a matrix, then 

(Self-adjointness and any relation to graphs 
aren’t germane.)  



How can a general identity  give 
information about graphs? 



How can a general identity  give 
information about graphs? 



How can a general identity  give 
information about graphs? 



An analogue of Lieb-Thirring 

 Consider the operator s Deg – A, which 
interpolates between -A and H as s 
goes from 0 to 1.  Then (writing D for Deg) 



An analogue of Lieb-Thirring 

 When integrated, 

    i.e., 





THE END 


